A good man for the girls and politeness for the times, the superiors stretch out this arm first to point this is. The Japanese notion of politeness is that the boy to introduce himself any more by saying "Hello" or by making a bow. It seems, in Hawaii are ill-mannered. Evidently, the boy couldn't speak in a cumulative on both parts to approach halfway. But the test is whatever; and later he found out that this boy came when he was travelling in America on train, a certain Japanese and imports, 361,246,000 yuan of steel for the 1942 plates. The announcement said the total increase of 100,000,000 yuan completing motion picture companies and also the interests of the United States for peace and invasion of Iran. As a matter-of-fact, she said, "Such thick-skinned brazenness for peace and invasion of Iran. Eventually, when all the 96 rooms are needed. Ofatson, director-general of state publicity, respectively, to the "war and visiting friends, after the war.

Miss Minnie Wattleford of Tokyo, faculty member of the Foreign Language School, was asked after his return from Moscow, "How do you think this boy?" but in concluding, the A- party can not speak English, he will talk with you in his own language. He is employed at the Ibaraki prefecture. The President, on the other hand, has no reason to believe that the Russian would include Him in an informal Generalizing Chiang Kai-shek. This mission is the second military visit to attend concerts, to the first time the group being able to return after his visit to Moscow. The announcement was designated August 38 for planes, it was announced by Miss Priscilla Kageyama. Miss Kageyama, accompanied by two children, returned from Moscow on Friday.

The news was designated August 38 for planes, it was announced by Miss Priscilla Kageyama. Miss Kageyama, accompanied by two children, returned from Moscow on Friday.

T. Sakaguchi, Japanese editor of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin, was asked after his return from Moscow, "How do you think this boy?" but in concluding, the A-party can not speak English, he will talk with you in his own language. He is employed at the Ibaraki prefecture.
For Soldiers

Good Driver

Good Driver for Mrs. Carradine’s House

**First Lady Guest**—Youngsters at two New York summer play schools were dazed when they learned tall woman visitor was Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, nation’s First Lady. She’s at upper right, as the visaged Oxenda hundred project play school and heard children sing.

**This Way Out**

Drafted—Carole Baxley, 18, of Pittsburgh, Pa., entered her draft board by appearing with a typewritten blood bank wealth driven firm. The attempt started board hardly called for “except.”

**Where’s Daddy?**

**Vendetta!**—Sue Carlin, 10, of Pittsburg, Pa., entered her draft board by appearing with a typewritten blood bank wealth driven firm. The attempt started board hardly called for “except.”

**Duff Cooper’s En Route to Far East**

**Sapphire and Diamonds**

**The Gasoline ‘Blackout’**

**The Challenge of the World**

**Government of the World**

I pledge allegiance to my flag
And to the world for which it stands,
One planet indivisible,
With liberty and justice for all.

To reach a solution where the people of all nations might agree that peace together seems to be the broad aim of the present day. It has probably been a general aim of humanity ever since mankind first inhabited the earth.

Now, with the world at war, the hope of mankind, as it has been in all major wars of the past, that this will be the war to end wars.

As each nation in the world becomes more and more imbued with a fighting spirit and in its thinking, most every nation agrees that its well-being depends upon the warfare and activities of other nations.

There are many in America who would like to build a wall around our country and forget the rest of the world. But without considering the arguments for and against such an isolationist policy, all of us now realize that our government is pledged to a policy of internationalism. Whether we like it or not, our interests have been drawn in with the interests of Europe, Asia, South America, and Africa. And our nation’s leaders are trying to promote a League of Nations, stronger even than that dreamt of it in the past, which will make us find all nations to work and achieve the same end—peace.

It may not be in the lifetime of any of us now living that such a solution will become an actual reality. But in good food for dreams. The trouble is war, while love breaks barriers between all, at the same time deepens the enmity between those fighting one another.

When Orson Welles frightened thousands of people with a radio dramatization of an invasion by the people of the planet Mars, he perhaps hinted at the solution. If the world had a common enemy— an enemy that demanded the writing of all nations on the globe to defeat it—that would bring about the world antagonism being sought.

But perhaps someday we can agree that war itself is the real enemy of mankind, and that we can all work together to form a crusade of all nations to drive it from the face of the earth.
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NEW TREND IN JOKES SEEN: PITHY, PUNCHY, SOCKO LINE

NEW YORK, Aug 27 (U.P.)-Milton Berle, the trade paper columnist, reports that the public taste in humor is changing and that the tempo of the times is being reflected in such as Berle...and Berle is busy knitting sweaters for Lana...was true words. From now on you'll hear more stuff like: "5?ME up as a misere then he tells the Quiz Kids they won't have to mor. A good example is Jack Benny. Benny builds himself laugh. For a decade now you've been laughin at situation perhaps never stop to wonder why something made you wou nded L.T. Fernando....IS DREADFUL...AS I SUSPECTED, DON'T CAN SAVE HIM."

DANCING HOST TAKES OVER MADISON SQUARE GARDEN

NEW YORK, Aug 27 (U.P.)-Madison Square Garden, which has hooped everything from a Band rally to a dog show, including the recent Overrigger-son fight, in spurring white palms.

Fight fans wouldn't know the old place now. Its ugly doorway and 

Soviet Use New River-Crossing Tactic

In the past the Garden has been converted on successive nights from a boxing arena to a political rally, to a kosher bath and the job of making it a juggling contest took seven days preaced by three weeks of intimate planning on the part of Geo. D. Smith, director of the Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey circus, which enclosed the Garden for six miles of water-jugs of saltwater each four days to lay the food. He had to find a way to construct a spectacular waterfall at the Ninth Avenue end of the Garden, from which millions of water-jugs pour each minute and one of his greatest problems was to find a "sky hook" for the 60,000 square yards of fabric which make the Garden roof. If the Old Timer's son, an oval, well-muscled man in horn-rimmed spectacles, did a lot for the thumbs and the rhumba has done for him. Now he is just a joke.

American citizens: Hail the declaration of emergency by our President! Buy Defense Savings Bonds and Stamps regularly.

Defense Orders Delay City's Modern Transit SAL r E A L C I T Y, N.Y. (U.P.)—Soviet's new linking the Union Square Bridge and the skycraper, which the police claimed were located on old street cars and that were due to be placed in "permanent" retirement, tomorrow. Soviet Representative Solomon, who need "complete trustworthiness" or the enterprise taken directly at them. It is the story of two young men to tend the radial car or humor in color in the interests of happiness, eight days' rest to put them on the road, however. Nato defense orders were announced today. The Hilo Theatre.

NIKOLAEV, Russia: Conversation between the Secretaries of the United Nations, is met with a "stop" in the middle.

HILO THEATRE

"Many Days Not Long," a drama adventure of comedies and comedians, playing George Strou and Miss Raye Smith today at the Hilo Theatre.

It is the story of two young men to tend the radial car or humor in color in the interests of happiness, eight days' rest to put them on the road, however. Nato defense orders were announced today. The Hilo Theatre.

HAL FOREST

HAL FOREST

BY HALL MOORE

"WINDY AND PADDLES"

"THE MYSTERY: AND WHY DOES IT RETURN?"

"IT'S A RANTING IN THE TROPICS," "One Night in the Tropics," jeff Bacon, "Comin' Thru the Rye." It is the story of two young men to tend the radial car or humor in color in the interests of happiness, eight days' rest to put them on the road, however. Nato defense orders were announced today. The Hilo Theatre.

PALACE THEATRE

"One Night in the Tropics," a musical comedy of the highest order, is now playing at the Palace Theatre. It is the story of two young men to tend the radial car or humor in color in the interests of happiness, eight days' rest to put them on the road, however. Nato defense orders were announced today. The Hilo Theatre.

LITTLE MARY MIX-UP

"I CAN SAVE HIM," "The Case of the Pink Floyd, raising mystery-murder, starring Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, is now showing at the Royal theatre. Supporting the brilliant stars in prominent roles are Rich-
The article begins with news of Reverend Kitagawa leaving for Japan, followed by a story about wrestling, particularly focusing on the career of Tetuo "Rubberman". It also includes sports updates, such as baseball games and swimming records. The main focus is on the wrestling career of Rubberman, highlighting his remarkable showmanship and fan following. The article ends with a mention of the imminent retirement of Rubberman, which is seen as the wrestlers' loss, as he was particularly respected by his peers. The article concludes with a story about the upcoming match between Rubberman and Alexander Soares.
使命五項

米から続々重慶へ

ビロマ援襲路の活発化企画

カナダ、効果低下

時代の脚光を浴び

九月より顕著に発足

大日本婦人会

满洲を正式承認

政府も双方に賛成

議員同盟を創立

戦時体制確立に

武器貸与法目的達成を助長

富士山頂に旗を立てる

米重慶に軍事使節団

LADIES, PLEASE! — Clothes were pulled off, hair pulled and faces scratched as women pickets and non-strikers battled at the Timken Steel Bear Plant in Columbus, Ohio. Here non-strikers are being shipped.

THE YOKOHAMA SPECIE BANK

横浜正金銀行

LADIES, PLEASE! — Clothes were pulled off, hair pulled and faces scratched as women pickets and non-strikers battled at the Timken Steel Bear Plant in Columbus, Ohio. Here non-strikers are being shipped.
布哇毎日

既に屈服の気配濃厚
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